ary Helfrich is a hard man to find.
He shouldn't be, since he's a big,
shambling bear of a man, but he
covers his tracks well. Does a
good job of obscuring his movements. So good a job, one could be led into
thinking that Gary had a much more sordid
life to hide than the general public has seen.
Which is not actually the case. He just has a
lot going on all the time, and little of it seems
to have any connection to the bicycle world.
What the public knows of him is this: He is
the godfather of bike titanium, that lucrative
geek buzzword filled with mystical power,
according to all them magazines. Gary was
one of the founders of Merlin Metalworks,
the grandparents of the durable titanium
bicycle. That's common knowledge. Few are
aware of what went before this.
Prior to Merlin, there was Gary building
bikes for Chris Chance at Fat City, in
Somerville, Massachusetts. At the time, Gary
was a self-taught tinkerer, a could've-gone-

to-college-if-he-hadn't-been-such-a-derelict
kind of guy. Faced with a choice between
taking MIT's scholarship offer or being a
roadie for Aerosmith, he did what any Eastern
Seaboard lad of 19 worth his salt would have:
He chose rock and roll. lt was during this hectic tenure that he honed his welding skills. He
also developed a healthy fear of aluminum as
a structural metal, as he found himself spending an inordinate amount of time welding
lighting rigs and platforms back together
between shows. After a few years of wretched
excess, Gary found himself faced with the
next big choice: go to work at Fat City or
become yet another drug-addled statistic of
rock'n'roll. 5o he went for bikes.
"l slowly floated from being a drug-crazed
roadie into becoming a framebuilder. The
interesting thing about Fat City back then
was that it wos honest-to-God rock and roll.
The only difference was that you didn't have
to get on and off a bus every night. You'd
work, 16 or 17 hours straight, 'til you just
dropped. Then you'd get up and start all over
again. The working conditions sucked...everything about the place sucked. l've never had
more fun working anywhere."
Fat City in 1984 was busy building uncharacteristically light and quick-handling mountain bikes with tight angles, fillet brazing, and
Prestige tubing. Gary was breaking more
than his share.
"The problem for me is that l'm gravitationally challenged, and when I crash, the
bike becomes gravitationally challenged. So it
came down to how to make these light,
quick bikes stay in one piece," Helfrich says.
So, with his road crew fistful of experience
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at TIG welding, he started

looking into titanium.
"The first titanium bikes we
built were not built to be
light. What they were built to
be was strong. That's why we
switched to titanium. We
wanted something that was
stronger than the steel bikes
we were breaking. lt didn't
really matter to us whether it
weighed more or less, as long
as it was in the same ballpark," he says.
Bang. There you have it.
The birth of the titanium
mountain bike. 1985. There
followed a harrowing search
for an adequate source of
3/2.5 tubing at a time when
the military industrial complex was still healthy enough
to view prospective ti bike
manufacturers as little other
than a pain in the ass. Then
Forget Steven Tyler: Helfrich
came Merlin Metalworks.
Gary teamed up with Mike
Ausberger, and, "What ended
up happening is that we ran
into this guy by the name of Cwyn lones,
and he had almost as much money as Bob
Rodale. His checks always cleared, no matter
how many zeros you put on them...and so
the three of us started Merlin."
From the time they were actually selling
bikes, in 1986, Merlin took off. By which
time Gary was already looking for a new
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truG -€talhead in the Aerosmith entourage.

challenge. The personality differences
between the three partners were becoming
difficult to ignore, and the better mousetrap
had been effectively built for the time being.
So he packed up and moved to Northern
California in 1988.

'

to be about 21 0 feet tall.
"Yeah, I got ldiot Darryl to climb up and install it for a six pack. Ha! I even made him
take pictures while he was up there. Now I can get KFIC [a college station about 120
miles awayl...l figure that this tree has to fall one day, and it's got about a 140-degree
zone where it could really make my life miserable; that's better than 50-50 odds."
Shrug. Then, pointing at the road below his house, "Of course, some retard cutting a
road right through the middle of the root ball doesn't help any."
Cothic is the easiest way to describe the setting. Only without the fancy houses usually associated with that word. The phrase "Squeal like a pig, boy" also springs to mind.
It rains about 85 inches a year, compared to an average annual 35 or so inches for
every other town within spitting distance. A wet and gloomy meteorological anomaly,
Camp Meeker's the sort of place where you'd expect to find carefully inbred, "tamily
tree looks like a phone pole" types. Gary loves it here. He'll point to a redwood tree
and launch into a detailed explanation about how the generational buildup of acidic
elements (fallout from the tree's own bark and leaves) in the soil has reached the point
where nothing new will grow there anymore, except maybe tomatoes and pumpkins,
consequently leaving the trees without a source of nutrients for the future.
He knows his own backyard. Having done the titanium bike, then started Arctos,
and done the polished titanium stem, he had to find new puzzles to occupy his time,
his house, guessed

amp Meeker is a dot on the map

near Sebastopol. There's a cargo
container on wheels painted postal
blue, white, and red nestled in the
trees next to the fire station, above a bend in
the river. That's it. Sum total, Camp Meeker.
It is not terribly easy to find. Cary lives on a
hillside across from the recently burnt-out
wreck of his neighbor's house. There's an
unnatu ra ly slick, slig htly off-level, moderateI

ly terrifying wooden platform poking out
over the near vertical hillside. Visitors park
here.

The house itself is a rambling shack littered with titanium things, sitting above a
basement filled with huge machines, surrounded by trees. The radio antenna is nestled atop a Douglas Fir standing right next to

+

the backyard being one of them. The man is fast. He may
look shambling and ponderous, but he walks fast, eats
fast, talks fast and probably thinks faster than about 99
percent of the rest of the world.
And, being naturally curious, he needs those new puzzles. After joining the Camp Meeker volunteer fire department, Helfrich and some of the other dangerously talented and heavily equipped locals converted his lveco diesel
camper into a new paramedic/fire engine. One still has to
wonder, though, how fires even get started in Camp
Meeker.
The Helfrich basement-which he carved out down to
the bedrock, set a monstrous slab of concrete in, reinforced the whole underside of the house with 12-inch
wide steel girders from-like the rest of the house, is a
mess. One end is dominated by a chunky CNC mill.
Plastered to the front of the mill is a sticker: "Checked the
Z offsel?"

On that" says Cary, "That's a reminder. One of those thousand
ool ar mistakes...
Herl \\'anna be a CNC machinist? Here, take this and put it in
irat ,.ice." He hands me a flutelike piece of titanium, indicating a
vice beneath one of the dozen or so
heads of the mill. "Now, make sure
it's tight. Hit it with this hammer."
Taptaptap. "No! Hit it like a mochinistl"
WHAMWHAMWHAM!
"O.K...Now push that red button. The one with 'start'written on
it. There you go. Congratulations!
You're a machinist..."
The rest of the basement is
packed with lathes, welding rigs, drill
presses,

upright mills, and benches,

all randomly strewn with tools, shavings, broken bike parts, and scraps of
titanium. The yard is littered with
titanium tube stock, hundreds and
hundreds of feet of the stuff. lmagine
a stealth bomber crashing into a
dumpster, and you begin to get the
picture.
Showing visitors around, Gary
gestures toward the stacks of tubing, "This is the titanium industry's
screw-ups. l'm not saying it's bad;
actually, a lot of it, if it were steel,
would be first class Columbus or
Tange tubing. But the standard for
what's screwed up in some cases,
like medical applications, or some of
the aircraft stuff they do, is just so

critical..."
This is the tubing that Gary uses
to teach people how to build frames
at the United Bicycle lnstitute, in
Ashland, Oregon. "We had seven of
them built in this last class. Now,
that was hideous...See, what hap-

pens

with learning how to weld

steel is you can go buy muffler pipe

to practice, but learning how to
weld titanium, you can spend 20
bucks a foot. This free stuff works
out well for everyone."
Gary makes many things, including wind,
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hat the public probably doesn't know
about Cary Helfrich could make a good
handbook for subversive lifestyles: He
would rather drive a fire truck than ride a
bike (secretly, wouldn't we all?), is one of Bruce
Gordon's only friends, and can teach a journalist who
has never wielded a torch how to build his very own
titanium frame in two weeks. He can swing one of his
cats by the tail and it still seems to love him. He is a
dangerous forment of curiosity, intelligence, and
destructive mischief. But that would only be scratching
the surface.
lf the monkey in every works was a hairy,250 or so
pound man, you might be looking at Gary.
Some of the stories about him are almost too much
to believe. Take the time he mistook some metal stripping solvent for a jug of Ernest and Julio's finest.
"This is brutal stuff. lf you drop a derailleur into this
shit there's nothing left but white foam in about five minutes.
And ldrank 10 ounces of this poison before I realized it. No, I
didn't have to get my stomach pumped, 'cause I threw up my
whole stomach lining." Twelve months of liquid diet later,
Gary still remained staunchly loyal to tannic and combative
red wine.
There's his fascination with iumping freight trains.
"l'm really just an apprentice at that. Mark Norstad [of
Paragon Machine Works] is the master. He knows everything,
from the schedules to who the driver is likely to be on a given
day. l'm more like Weedhopper, 'Yes, master, O.K.'The kind
of bike you need for train hopping? The thickest tubing you
can find, like a two millimeter wall thickness, and 2O-inch
wheels. This way, you can throw it from a moving train and
still end up with a rideable bike. lt also
has to have a really long
wheelbase, about 45 or
more inches, so it
can be ridden
through this
ridiculously
deep grav-

The Reynolds Wrap test no wonder he doesn't trust aluminum

No, it doesn't stand for Very Fat Driver.
el, the kind you only find at freight yards, with a
case of beer balanced on the rack, at a level of
intoxication that is likely to have long term consequences."
And then there's the Spud Cun.
"Now that, that was a perfect example of
reverse engineering. Norstad and

Dwight of lbis

read about them in the paper. There was this

article about the Martinez police department
confiscating these homemade guns that could
fire a potato through the front and rear windshields of a Volvo. And there was this picture of
a cop holding this long PVC tube up for the
camera. So we started from there and worked
our way backwards. Once we had the design
finalized, the big problem became what to use
for a propellant. For field conditions, we found
that Aqua Net hairspray was the best. Field conditions being after the keg is empty. ln a strict
environment, acetylene was actually the most
effective propellant, but it's iust a little too
volatile to be messing around with in the field.
"5o there's this thing, this weapon that can
be totally assembled from parts readily available
at any decent farm supply store, the kind of
place that you'd find on the outskirts of
Bakersfield. Then you lust drive a little further
until you hit one of those strip malls, pick up a
50-pound sack of potatoes and a case of Aqua
Net, and you're in business."

o it goes. Aside from indulging in his pyromaniacal
habits, Cary plays part-time as a consultant to the
titanium bicycle world, an industry that seems like a
fun diversion to him.
"Admit it. Bikes are cool, but they're only bikes. You lust
can't take them that seriously."
The rest of his time is spent finding other new puzzles.
Like tracking down the story behind the turbocharger from a
P-38 fighter plane wreck that he found in the woods. "This is
the only part of that plane that didn't corrode away to nothing. The alloy they made these turbos from is called lnconel,
while the rest of the plane was steel and aluminum. So
everything except that turbo sort of dissolved during 50
years of coastal fog." Or hiking the Creater Camp Meeker
area with a rented CPS locator for an entire summer, then
downloading the information into his computer and coming
up with his own personal 3-D CAD map of the area. Or
heckling people on the lnternet: "Where are their senses of
humor?"
Staying in trouble and keeping in motion. Happy to be
labeled an eccentric burr in the industry saddle, as long as
things stay interesting, he is contentious proof that there's
much more to life than iust bicycles, something many of us
could do well to remember.
But, perhaps most importantly, he can laugh as hard at
himself as he can at anyone else. "Can somebody tell me
why there are all these people in this business who're afraid
to admit they're over 20 years old? Me? I don't have a desire
to look like anything but a 40-year-old, fat, bald guy."
Make that a real smart 40-year-old, fat, bald guy.O
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